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Abstract

Deploying real IEEE 802.11p vehicular network
testbeds is a challenging but di�cult option for most
researchers. In these cases, the research commu-
nity relies on simulation tools to test their protocols.
However, since simulation accuracy is a critical is-
sue, real testbed results should be used as a reference
to improve simulation behavior. Our proposal ad-
justs common propagation models to mimic samples
taken from real environments, and it uses a building
aware model to achieve as much accuracy as possi-
ble in urban scenarios. We evaluate the performance
di�erences obtained with this model against other
usual simulation schemes, like line-of-sight propaga-
tion models, models where no building blockage is
taken into account, and models where propagation is
only allowed along streets, achieving di�erences of up
to 70% in some measurements. Going a step further,
the model is used to study the radio propagation be-
havior along di�erent city layouts, showing that the
actual building layout is one of the key factors a�ect-
ing protocol performance in urban environments.

1 Introduction

New devices compliant with the 802.11p standard are
being developed by several hardware companies [1].
This enables researchers to start obtaining real per-

formance results [2] and make them available for the
research community [3]. There are also some cur-
rent [4] and future [5] projects attempting to develop
real testbeds to allow deploying software for perfor-
mance testing. However, these initiatives are either
too expensive, too closed or too ethereal to serve the
purposes of many researchers. Therefore, they must
rely on simulations to check the e�ciency of their
protocols.

One of the key pieces of a simulator is the prop-
agation model, especially when addressing vehicular
networks. There are some works that focus on this
problem, such as Killat et al. [6], whose model adds
vehicle tra�c density to the Nakagami model; COR-
NER [7], which uses road topology to work out the re-
ceived power accordingly; Hosseini Tabatabaei et al.
[8], whose model enhances the two-ray-ground model
to take into account re�ections from buildings; Boban
et al. [2], whose model is aware of non line-of-sight
conditions to calculate the �nal power of a signal;
Martinez et al. [9], whose hybrid model allows line-
of-sight transmissions for two vehicles if they are in
the same or adjacent streets, blocking signals other-
wise; and Sommer et al. [10], whose hybrid model
relies on obstacle information to heavily penalize any
transmission traversing walls. The work of Cozzetti
et. al. [11], who present RUG to improve current
corner-based propagation models, and Scopigno et.
al. [12], whose RADII uses a ray tracing technique
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to simulate the propagation for any building layout,
are also relevant in this context. However, most of
them are not aware of the building topology, they
are not based on real measurements, or they are only
focused on certain topologies or situations.

Once a simulator is realistic enough, we can close
the circle. We can assess the e�ectiveness of any pro-
posal in many di�erent cities by �rst studying how a
simpler solution performs in a speci�c scenario. Go-
ing one step further, we can study di�erent simula-
tions to determine the key factors a�ecting message
propagation in a city, such as road shapes, obstacles,
road interconnections, etc. This o�ers researchers,
designers and developers the most immediate knowl-
edge of how their protocol will perform under certain
conditions, allowing them to tune or modify it prop-
erly, or to work out a new solution.

In this paper we tune common propagation models
to produce results that resemble the real testbed mea-
surements in [3]. This tuned model is combined with
the buildings aware model presented in [10] to provide
a model able to o�er a realistic outcome, regardless of
line-of-sight or non-line-of-sight conditions, realistic
or synthetic road topologies, or highway or urban en-
vironments. After assessing its properties, the model
is used to evaluate di�erent city layouts in order to
�nd the key factors that have signi�cant e�ects in the
�nal behavior of a protocol.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the
proposed model is compared against simpler exist-
ing models to highlight the performance di�erences
detected when simulating vehicular scenarios. In sec-
tion 3 di�erent cities are evaluated, and the factors
a�ecting performance are identi�ed. Finally, section
4 concludes the paper.

2 Model tuning and perfor-

mance assessment

In this section we extend the model presented in [13],
adjusting the signal propagation model parameters
according to real-life experiments. This propagation
model is made of two di�erent components. The �rst
one deals with signal propagation in free space with-

out or with small mobile obstacles, like cars. It is
based on a Free Space model and a Nakagami model
whose α (Free Space's attenuation coe�cient) and
m (Nakagami's shape factor) propagation parame-
ters can be tuned in order to get a behavior as close
to reality as possible. The second component takes
advantage of the model by Sommer et. al. [10] to
show a realistic behavior in the presence of build-
ings. Combining these two models, not only regular
signal propagation situations are properly simulated,
but also the presence of buildings is simulated accu-
rately.
We take special care about α and m propagation

parameters. Using this model, we will assess the im-
pact of buildings and other obstacles on communica-
tions. These studies were performed using the same
methodology described in our previous paper.

2.1 Channel model tuning

In this section we aim at replicating real life transmis-
sion conditions in 802.11p vehicular environments.
We aim at tuning two di�erent models. The �rst
one is the Vehicles as obstacles model, which simu-
lates common urban vehicular communication where
mobile obstacles partly block the radio signal. The
second one is the Line of sight model, which simu-
lates the simplest transmission situation, where two
vehicles can communicate when in line-of-sight.
As a reference for the �rst model we take the ex-

perimental results provided by Meireles et al. [3] for
vehicle obstructed conditions. We establish the ref-
erence for the second model in order to get a relative
reference for data concerning vehicles as obstacles.
This reference is based on the line-of-sight model in
[3], and the con�guration presented in [14]. Notice
that data presented in both works is compatible and
complementary.
Our proposal combines the Modi�ed Free Space

model and the Nakagami model. In a �rst step we
tune our model by adjusting the α andm parameters.
In the simulated scenario used to adjust our model,
two nodes are deployed respecting line-of-sight re-
strictions. We took di�erent measurements of the
received packet ratio by varying the distance between
the nodes from one case to another.
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Figure 1: Similarity of Vehicles as obstacles model
and various α and m con�gurations

Since both α and m parameters a�ect the received
packet ratio, we simultaneously vary both values to
get the best curve �tting. It was done for two both
Line of sight and Vehicles as obstacles models.

Figure 1 shows the di�erences between several
propagation models according to the value of the α
and m parameters and the Vehicles as obstacles re-
sults from [3]. We �rst focus on the m values since
they a�ect both the slope and the packet delivery ra-
tio. The optimal curve slope corresponds to a value of
0.7 for the m parameter because smaller values cause
the slope to be too low, as can be seen in the �gure.
Focusing on the value of α, we �nd that the value
o�ering good accuracy in terms of packet delivery ra-
tio is 2.3. As can be seen, there is a minimal error
between the model and data in [3]: the squared error
is lower than 0.006. We �nd that the reliable com-
munication range (>90% of packet delivery ratio) of
100m obtained in [3] is also maintained.

Figure 2 shows the di�erences between several
propagation models according to the value of both α
and m parameters based on the line-of-sight results.
This model will be used as reference in following the
subsections that follow. If we focus on slope, values
in the range from 1 to 1.1 o�er a similar fading be-
havior. For the α parameter, the value of 2.2 is the
best possible �t. Finally, we can see that the reliable
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Figure 2: Similarity of Line of sight model and vari-
ous α and m con�gurations

communication range in [3] is maintained, and that
this model is also consistent with the reference value
for the maximum transmission range de�ned in [14],
with a packet delivery ratio lower than 5% at 1400m.

2.2 Assessing the performance impact

of static and mobile obstacles

After adjusting the propagation model parameters in
the previous section, and considering either line-of-
sight or vehicle obstructions for the signal propaga-
tion, we now present a new set of experiments to
evaluate two main features: (i) the impact of mobile
obstacles (vehicles), and (ii) the impact of static ob-
stacles (buildings) on message delivery. To evaluate
these features we used OMNeT++ combined with
Sumo to simulate a scenario where 500 cars move
following random routes within a 12km2 area in the
peripheral area of Moscow.

The propagation models have been tested in three
di�erent scenarios with di�erent building layouts.
The �rst one is the No buildings scenario, where the
inexistence of buildings is assumed. The second one
is the Real buildings scenario, where the real building
layout, as de�ned in the OpenStreetMap database, is
used. The third one is the Synthetic buildings sce-
nario, where the building layout is such that radio
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Figure 3: Impact of static obstacles under di�erent
conditions

transmissions only become possible along the roads.
This scenario was included because this is a common
assumption in current research.
In terms of tra�c generation, all cars broadcast

packets at regular intervals of 10s, and we consider
two cases: (i) broadcasts are limited to one hop; and
(ii) broadcasts are rebroadcasted by other vehicles
(�ooding).

2.2.1 Impact of obstacles

Figure 3 shows the average percentage of cars that
are reachable in a one-hop beaconing process, with
di�erent obstacle models, in all scenarios. We can
�nd a reduction in the Vehicles as obstacles model
near to one third over the Line-of-sight model in the
worst case. These di�erences will be a key factor
in one-hop beaconing protocols, not only due to the
�nal amount of neighbors detected, but also due to
the quality of these links and the possible forwarders
in a routing protocol algorithm.
This �gure also reveals that the �nal vehicle reach-

ability ratio highly depends on the existing buildings.
Since Moscow is a city with a low building density,
a simulation in a highly restrictive con�guration will
provoke a higher error degree compared to a less re-
strictive one. We have the opposite problem in a high
building density scenario. Simulations with weak re-
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Figure 4: Vehicle reachability behavior along time

strictions also give us a high error degree. To avoid
these problems, accurate building maps are needed.
Focusing on the broadcasting strategy, we can see

that it evidences the e�ect of static obstacles because
it ampli�es its e�ects. With no rebroadcasting, only
the nodes near the sender are reached (1 hop neigh-
bors). However, in a multi-hop approach, the build-
ing obstruction e�ect is ampli�ed at every hop, mak-
ing it more evident. Results show that, except for
the synthetic obstacles scenario, the �ooding process
is successful, reaching the majority of the vehicles
circulating in the target area, as desirable.

2.2.2 Delay study

To analyze the �ooding evolution in more detail, �g-
ure 4 shows the vehicle reachability behavior. We can
observe here how the values presented in �gure 3 are
achieved along time, allowing to understand how the
propagation model and the presence of static obsta-
cles in�uences the perceived delay.
Observing the di�erences between the Line-of-sight

model and the Vehicles as obstructions model, we see
how a lower transmission radius causes the Vehicles
as obstacles model to be always below the Line-of-
sight model at any given time. The greatest di�er-
ence occurs for the real building model, where build-
ings allow a moderate car reachability, as stated in
previous subsections. Here we can �nd di�erences
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greater than half a millisecond for a car reachability
of about 70%.

However, the main impact in terms of performance
is caused by the static obstacles factor. We can see
clearly the delay increment that di�erent static ob-
stacles add when focusing on synthetic and real build-
ings. Not only a lower percentage of cars is reached,
but also they are reached with a higher temporal cost.
Therefore, we can conclude that an excessive or an
insu�cient building obstructiveness will lead our ex-
periments to a variable error in terms of delay. In
the following section we will examine other cities with
di�erent buildings densities to quantify how di�erent
values for this parameter can vary the �nal outcome
shown by each of them. Since cities are a very com-
plex environment, each having di�erent road layouts
and other parameters that can a�ect our results, in
the sections that follow we will try to determine which
are the main parameters a�ecting performance, iso-
lating the e�ects of di�erent building layouts.

3 Evaluation of di�erent city

pro�les

As stated before, buildings block signal propagation
causing transmission and connectivity failures. Since
di�erent cities present di�erent building densities and
layouts, every city will present a di�erent connectiv-
ity degree. In this section we aim at evaluating this
connectivity degree as a critical factor that could af-
fect the �nal performance.

3.1 Cities comparison

We �rst selected a few cities to be used as a represen-
tative sample. The information for all the cities was
extracted from the OpenStreetMap database. De-
spite correspondence to reality is not fully assured,
the realism of these samples is much higher than what
synthetic models can produce.

The test scenarios include residential areas, such as
the Moscow maps presented before; grid areas, such
as Washington DC; and urban canyon areas, such as
Milan and Paris.
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The conditions of the experiments are the same as
above: we used OMNeT++ combined with Sumo to
simulate a scenario where 500 cars move by following
random routes. In terms of tra�c generation, all cars
broadcast packets at regular intervals of 10s, and we
consider the case where broadcasts are rebroadcasted
by other vehicles (�ooding). We tune our attenuation
model with the parameters found according to the
Vehicles as obstacles paradigm.

Figure 5 shows the vehicle reachability behavior
along time for di�erent city layouts. We also include
there two reference series. The �rst of them is the
Moscow version with no buildings. This curve shows
a city where the impact of static obstacles is not taken
into account. If all road layouts of all cities were the
same, this would be the maximum value of reacha-
bility that a city may achieve. However, there are a
lot of factors that also a�ect the �nal behavior, so it
must only be used as a reference, and not as an up-
per bound. We also include a Moscow version using
synthetic buildings in order to obtain a highly restric-
tive version, almost unreal, of the maximum obstacle
blockage level. Similarly to the former one, this is
used as a reference alone.

Looking at results we can see that di�erent cities
have di�erent outcomes. In the �gure, two groups
are evident. The lower group is composed by cities
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which we intuitively associate to high density build-
ing areas, as can be our synthetic layout or the real
downtown of European cities. However, the upper
group, constituted by the Moscow and Washington
cases, is more heterogeneous. The construction in-
tensity varies signi�cantly: from low density scenar-
ios (Moscow scenario), and residential scenarios (�rst
Washington scenario) to more dense scenarios (sec-
ond Washington scenario).
This variable e�ect shown in di�erent cases takes

place because there are many factors that impact
the �nal transmission e�ectiveness. Transmissions
along roads are possible and relevant, in addition to
transmissions to roads di�erent from the source one.
Therefore, not only obstacle density must be taken
into account, but also the actual city road layout is
important.
In the following subsection we will examine di�er-

ent factors to isolate the e�ect of building and road
layout for our data set.

3.2 Cities pro�ling and result analysis

Fogue et al. [15], investigated some factors related to
city street layouts, assessing their impact. They have
identi�ed a trend which relates message dissemina-
tion performance to the road layout and the vehicular
density. Since in our analysis we introduced factors
related to signal blockage by buildings, we aim at
identifying a dependence in the performance of our
sample of two main components: one of them will
be related to the road layout, and another one will
be related to the building layout. These two factors
must de�ne the trend in our experiments in order to
e�ectively check the in�uence of obstacles in the �nal
performance.
In order to isolate the e�ects that di�erent building

layouts have in the performance of our sample, we will
examine all the cities that we have simulated in the
previous subsection. We will examine the city maps
as extracted from OpenStreetMaps to create a pro�le
for each city, and identify a trend that ties the results
of our simulations with these static measurements.
Table 1 shows some of the static measurements

made over the OpenStreetMap de�nition �les. Since
obstacle blockage depends on building size, building
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Figure 6: Combined street length and obstacle coef-
�cient trend in our sample with lineal regression.

position, and other streets availability, we create a
metric, called obstacle coe�cient, that tries to group
all these factors in a single a priori value. This value is
the mean number of rays that, starting from a street,
can reach a di�erent one. We calculate it by de�n-
ing random points in the street map, and checking
whether streets di�erent from the source one can be
reached. With this coe�cient we aim at providing a
statistical approach of the building, as well as density
and the blockage probability of a transmission to a
vehicle in other streets.

To obtain a de�nitive metric, we propose selecting
the average street length for the streets layout compo-
nent, and the obstacle coe�cient for the building lay-
out component. The average street length is a good
choice since it is directly proportional to the num-
ber of vehicles that are reachable along that street.
In addition, a city density measure is also taken into
account since smaller roads are usually related to a
more dense and meandering city, and vice versa. This
value is the ideal complement for our obstacle coe�-
cient, only taking into account transmissions to dif-
ferent streets from the source one.

Figure 6 shows the trend that both the average
street length and the obstacle coe�cient form to-
gether. We can see that, for our sample, the street
length and the obstacle coe�cient are tied to the �-
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Table 1: City pro�les
Moscow
No

buildings
Moscow Washington 1 Washington 2 Milan Paris

Moscow
Synthetic
obstacles

Latitude 55º32'N 55º32'N 38º56'N 38º54'N 45º27'N 48º50'N 55º32'N
Longitude 37º31'E 37º31'E 77º4'W 77º2'W 9º11'E 2º19'E 37º31'E

Junctions/km2 59.50 59.50 66.43 104.64 189.29 269.75 59.50
St. length (km) 107.11 107.11 62.42 131.70 127.95 198.82 107.11

Avg. st. length (m) 199.84 199.84 262.27 195.41 111.16 104.92 199.84
Obstacle coef. 0.8398 0.5492 0.3478 0.5111 0.4809 0.5412 0.2004

nal performance in a linear way. Since there are a lot
of factors that can a�ect �nal performance, a gener-
alization of these e�ects is di�cult to achieve, but it
becomes clear that the building coe�cient is a factor
that must be taken into account in city pro�ling.

Therefore, we can see that di�erent building lay-
outs a�ect the message propagation performance for
very di�erent urban environments, even if they are
masked by other factors like road length. Although
a complete understanding of how many di�erent city
factors actually have an impact on �nal performance
is still lacking, it is worth getting an a priori knowl-
edge of the performance that a city will achieve in
a broadcast process. This information will allow us
to select the aggressiveness, understood as number
of rebroadcasting nodes, the number and periodicity
of duplicated alerts, the number of RSU nodes in a
DTN process, etc., required by broadcast protocols
to provide e�ective data di�usion.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we rely on empirical results from real ve-
hicular testbeds to adjust a propagation model based
on the Free Space model, the Nakagami model, and
an obstacle model to achieve more accurate perfor-
mance results in our simulations. We evaluated the
impact of this new model against other usual simu-
lation schemes, like line-of-sight propagation models,
models where no building blockage is taken into ac-
count, and models where propagation is only allowed
along streets. We detected signi�cant di�erences be-

tween all models in terms of total vehicle reachabil-
ity and delay in a broadcast process, with di�erences
greater than 75% in the total number of reached cars.
We also checked how the obstacle model a�ects

performance for di�erent city pro�les. We found that
its in�uence, as a building layout component, may be
presented jointly with a road layout component. We
found, for our sample, that a good candidate for this
combination is the street length.
As future work, we want to further explore the

trend we detected to obtain a general relationship
between the di�erent city layout parameters, thus ob-
taining a city pro�ling system that is as accurate as
possible, being able to get a priori knowledge of how
a protocol will perform in a city. We also want to
study the impact of car density on performance.
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